
BIO: LIVE BY SATELLITE  

FULL VERSION: 

Live By Satellite is an American rock band based in Nashville, TN. Their easily identifiable sound pays 

tribute to the best of today’s pop artists while staying true to their rock ‘n roll roots. Led by front man 

and guitarist Mike Collingsworth and guitarist and background vocalist Corey Lawson, Live By Satellite 

brings their fans on a journey through feel-good lyrics, catchy guitar riffs, dynamic vocals, modern-pop 

loops and intensely driven drums. While heavily influenced by the classic rock sound of the 80’s, Live By 

Satellite’s live show embodies a contemporary arena rock sound that is uniquely their own. 

 

Produced by industry powerhouse Rogers Masson (Chris Daughtry, Marilyn Manson, Day of Fire, Vintage 

Trouble), Live By Satellite came to fruition in 2012. Trading their day jobs for touring, Collingsworth and 

Lawson have turned writing and playing music into their full-time jobs, and have toured throughout the 

Eastern United States playing over 200 shows to audiences of up to 10,000.  

The band will release their EP “Let It Rock!” and music video for their first single “Let It Roll” in early 

2018 with plans to hit the West Coast in the summer.  

For more information, visit www.livebysat.com.   

SHORT VERSION: 

Live By Satellite is an American rock band based in Nashville, TN. Their easily identifiable sound pays 

tribute to the best of today’s pop artists while staying true to their rock ‘n roll roots. Led by front man 

and guitarist Mike Collingsworth and guitarist and background vocalist Corey Lawson, Live By Satellite is 

produced by industry powerhouse Rogers Masson (Chris Daughtry, Marilyn Manson, Day of Fire, Vintage 

Trouble). While heavily influenced by the classic rock sound of the 80’s, Live By Satellite’s live show 

embodies a contemporary arena rock sound that is uniquely their own. www.livebysat.com 
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